
Are we in the midst of a smart 
or passive evolution of the 
ITS services provided by 
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tive to improve road usage and efficiency into their transport 

their models will soon be standard-fitted with telematics sys

Starting with keywords 

sales compared to 2009 but the global figures will still be only 

to see that new strategies to move up a gear were flourishing. 
For European firms, how to survive in this global market 
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Telematics

fierce competition with aftermarket vendors.

A look at what’s inside

of traffic congestion and polluting emissions, together with a 

Key lessons of the past

flexibility and allow customers to select how calls for assistance 

find an interesting new channel for their services and enter into 

offering traffic information and assistance service not been so 



screen) assuming that customers would find it more interesting 

value-added service for navigation such as traffic information, 

the diversity of vertical needs, it becomes rather difficult to 
match every specific requirement with one solution. In the 

market. Last but not least, given the fact that many truck fleets 

truck brands, it is unrealistic to manage a heterogeneous fleet 

Why don’t telematics systems converge with 
on-board units for road tolling?
In Germany, the first country to have deployed an Electronic Toll 

decided to offer fleet management services 

world fights to retain ownership of its systems. On-board units 

What is new today?

      • 
 - Truck manufacturers have recognized the benefits 

      • 

Telematics
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Fleetboard introduced its first solution after IAA 2008, Volvo 

      • Fuel consumption monitoring provides significant and real 

driving profile analysis, it becomes possible not only to provide 

uting to some of the ITS objectives defined by the public 
authorities - as long as it is possible to find a good payback.

before in the services offered and only profitable services will 

Future perfect

tion of telematics used for basic fleet management solutions.

driving time and will create a niche aftermarket first, becoming 

brings real profit - the aftersales services. They can provide a 

the efficiency of their supply chains and will push for integration 
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